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A model system for classical fluids out of equilibrium, referred to as a dissipative particles dynamicssDPDd
solid, is studied by analytical and simulation methods. The time evolution of a DPD particle is described by a
fluctuating heat equation. This DPD solid with transport based on collisional transfershigh-density mechanismd
is complementary to the Lorentz gas with only kinetic transportslow-density mechanismd. Combination of
both models covers the qualitative behavior of transport properties of classical fluids over the full-density
range. The heat diffusivity is calculated using a mean-field theory, leading to a linear-density dependence of
this transport coefficient, which is exact at high densities. Subleading density corrections are obtained as well.
At lower densities the model has a conductivity threshold below which heat conduction is absent. The observed
threshold is explained in terms of percolation diffusion on a random proximity network. The geometrical
structure of this network is the same as in continuum percolation of completely overlapping spheres, but the
dynamics on this network differs from continuum percolation diffusion. Furthermore, the kinetic theory for
DPD is extended to the generalized hydrodynamic regime, where the wave-number-dependent decay rates of
the Fourier modes of the energy and temperature fields are calculated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Lorentz gas, describing the self-diffusion of a moving
particle in a random array of scatterers, has played an impor-
tant role in understanding the transport properties of classical
fluids and in developing and quantifying the role of corre-
lated sequences of binary collisionssring collisionsd and in
extending the kinetic theory to moderately dense fluidsssee
f1–5g and references thereind.

The Lorentz gas contains only the mechanism ofkinetic
transport, which is the most important transport mechanism
at low densities. In dense fluids there is a second mechanism
for transport, calledcollisional transferf6g, through which
energy and momentum are instantaneously transferred
through the interactions between particles within each oth-
er’s force range. This is the dominant mechanism at high
densities.

In this paper we discuss a model,complementaryto the
Lorentz gas, which contains only the mechanism of colli-
sional transfer and for which transport properties can be
evaluated exactly in the high-density limit. It is also impor-
tant to develop systematic theories for subleading large den-
sity corrections. The combination of both complementary
models—the Lorentz gas and the dissipative particles dy-
namicssDPDd solid—might be able to describe the qualita-
tive density dependence of transport properties of classical
fluids over the full range from low to high densities.

Before introducing the random DPD solid we briefly dis-
cuss the relevance of DPD models for the study of classical
fluids. This stems from the great interest in computer simu-
lations of complex fluids and quenched random media,
which are challenging problems as several different space
and timescales may be involved. Fully atomistic simulations
of such systems fail in reaching the larger scales, and differ-

ent mesoscopic models and techniques, such as DPD,
smooth particle hydrodynamics, cellular automata and lattice
gases, lattice Boltzmann methods, etc. offer possibilities to
explore these larger scales. For that reason the DPD tech-
nique was originally introducedf7g as a mesoscopic particle
method for simulating complex fluids and colloidal suspen-
sions. It is therefore important to provide a theoretical analy-
sis of such systems, as will be done in this paper.

The idea of the method is that each DPDspointd particle
represents a mesoscopic portion of fluid. The interactions
among these point particles have no hard core and are softly
repulsive. The lack of hard-core interactions allows time-
step-driven algorithmsf8g. In the original formulation the
DPD particle is described in terms of its position and veloc-
ity with three different types of interactions: conservative,
dissipative, and stochastic. The forces between particles are
pairwise, such that mass and momentum are conserved, but
energy is not. This formulation is restricted to isothermal
problems, but describes a proper hydrodynamic behavior for
viscous fluidsf8–11g in a large number of problems. The
method has also been successful in describing properties of
colloidal suspensionsf12,13g, polymer solutionsf14,15g,
phase separationf16,17g, or membranesf18,19g. In standard
DPD the forces are Gaussian white noise, which have been
recently extended to colored noisef20g.

A generalization of the model to include energy conserva-
tion has been proposed as wellf21,22g in order to describe
heat flows and other thermal effects in fluids out of equilib-
rium. In the picture where DPD particles are understood as
droplets or mesoscopic clusters of microscopic particles, one
can consider the kinetic energy lost in dissipative interactions
as being transformed into energy of internal degrees of free-
dom of a particle. The number of internal states of a DPD
particle with energye, expfssed /kBg, is modeled by an en-
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tropy functionssed, which implies a temperatureTsed defined
through]ssed /]e=1/Tsed. The evolution of the internal en-
ergy has two contributions. The first one describes how the
friction forces contribute to the change of kinetic energy; this
is viscous heating. In addition, the phenomenon ofheat con-
duction has to be considered, where energy or temperature
differences between particlesssubsystemsd produce a flux of
internal energy. In Ref.f23g Bonet-Avalós and Mackie have
estimated the transport coefficients in the limit of high fric-
tion for this thermal DPD fluid, using a method somewhat
similar to that used in Ref.f7g. In Ref. f24g we have inves-
tigated the DPD fluid obeying the conservation laws of mass,
momentum, and energy, and we have calculated the full set
of transport coefficients in the Navier–Stokes and energy bal-
ance equation, including kinetic and collisional transfer con-
tributions, as well as their wavelength-dependent generaliza-
tions. However, as pointed out in Ref.f8g for standard DPD
fluids, the theoretical values for the transport coefficients ap-
pear to agree only well with computer simulations at higher
densities.

To analyze the difficulties and to develop a more accurate
description it is of interest to consider a simplified model
with heat conduction, therandom DPD solid, which still has
the basic features of DPD. Such a model can be obtained by
considering the energy conserving DPD modelsf21,22g,
where the dynamical degrees of freedom of a particle,xistd
=hr istd ,vistd ,eistdj si =1,2,… ,Nd, are position, velocity, and
internal energy. Byfreezing and quenchingthe velocities, the
particles can be characterized bystatic srandomd positionsr i
and bydynamicenergy variableseistd, with their total energy
E=oieistd conserved.

Consequently, themacroscopicevolution equation for this
system is Fourier’s law of heat diffusion, and the system is
able to carry a macroscopic heat flux, provided amacro-
scopic fractionof the particles is inside each other’s interac-
tion ranges. For simplicity we set the conservative forces
equal to zerospoint particlesd and take the interaction range
of the dissipative and stochastic forces equal torc. This
model has been proposed inf25g, basically as adiscrete fluc-
tuating heat equation.

Transport of energy in fluids consists in general ofkinetic
transport, carried by moving particles, and instantaneous
transport through the interactions, the so-calledcollisional
transfer. In the present model there is no kinetic transport,
and the only type of transport is through collisional transfer.
In dense fluids collisional transfer is also the dominant
mechanism of transport.

The basic observation is that the collisional transfer
mechanism can be viewed as hopping of energy across ex-
isting bonds, as illustrated directly by the dissipative part of
the N-particle Langevin equations—i.e.,

dei/dt = l0o
j

8wsr ijdsei − e jd. s1.1d

It is essentially a discrete diffusion equation on a random
network with bonds, to be defined below. In the previous
equationl0 is a relaxation coefficient andwsr ijd is a positive
interaction function, say, equal to 1 forr ij ø rc and 0 else-

where, whererc is the interaction range. Here we are dealing
with a dynamic diffusion problem on an underlying static
percolating structure. In order to have any transport of en-
ergy the density should be sufficiently large, such that there
exists a percolating path ofconnectedparticles, spanning two
opposite boundaries of the system. Groups of isolated or
connected particles, which are not part of the percolating
path, form nonconducting islands. So the underlying static
structure is abond-percolationcluster, whose density should
not be below some threshold densityf26g.

The question is then, what is abond in this quenched
random solid of point particles occupyingrandompositions
hr i u i =1,2,… ,Nj and having an interaction rangerc. To vi-
sualize the connected network, we connect every pairhi , jj of
fixed point particles with a bond ifur i j uø rc. Energy can only
hop between connected particles. With this definition of a
bond, we have a well-defined percolation diffusion model on
a randomproximitynetwork with aconstanthopping rate per
bond.

The geometrical structure of this connected network is the
same as in continuum percolation of completely overlapping
spheresssee Ref.f27,28g and references thereind. Suppose
we put black circles of radiusR= 1

2rc on every point particle.
Then two particleshi , jj are considered to be connected or
“overlapping” if r ij ø2R=rc, and we obtain the above con-
tinuum percolating structure.

However, the dynamics of the present diffusion problem
is quite different from continuum percolation diffusion mod-
els, such as the overlapping Lorentz gasf5g and the Swiss
cheese models, where diffusion occurs in the void spaces
outside the overlapping spheresf29,30g, or the inverted
Swiss cheese model and othersf29g, where diffusion occurs
in the complementary space—i.e.,inside the overlapping
spheres. Such models can be mapped either on the discrete
random proximity networksinverted Swiss cheese modeld or
on its dual networksoverlapping Lorentz gas, Swiss cheese
modelsd. The big difference is that the maps of the con-
tinuum diffusion models have a wide distribution of hopping
rates, usually singular at small rates, because of the appear-
ance of bottleneck passagesf31g, whereas the random DPD
solid hasconstantor nearly constant hopping ratesfdepend-
ing on the shape of the range functionwsrdg.

We also note that the overlapping Lorentz gas and Swiss
cheese models are percolating below a threshold density,
whereas thedual models—the inverted Swiss cheese model
and the random DPD solid—are percolating above a thresh-
old density, illustrating the relevance of these models for
low- or high-density fluids.

In the overlapping Lorentz gas—say, in two dimensions—
the disordered network is formed by the vertices and edges
s“bonds”d of the polygons that partition space into a Voronoi
tessellationf5,29g. Here theblocked bondsare the edges that
are perpendicular to and bisect the lines of centerswith a
length r ij ø rc. Hence, the blocked bonds in the Voronoi tes-
sellation are thedualsof the bonds in the random proximity
network. Dynamical propertiessexponents, amplitudesd near
the threshold density will in general be different ondiscrete
disordered networks with constant hopping rates, such as the
random DPD solid, and oncontinuumpercolation models,
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corresponding to networks with a widessingulard distribution
of hopping rates.

From the point of view of dense fluids the percolation
phenomena are in a way just an interesting pathology of the
random DPD solid, caused by freezing out the translational
degrees of freedom of the corresponding DPD fluid. So the
main interest of this paper is focused on aquantitativede-
scription of transport coefficientsaway from the percolation
density. This kinetic theory problem has not received much
attention in the literature of the last three decades, which has
been focusing on the behavior near the threshold and not on
the density dependence away from the threshold density.

So far we have described the dissipative part of the fluc-
tuating heat equation. AnN-particle state described by the
dissipative equations1.1d would decay from an arbitrary ini-
tial state to a state ofzero temperaturewith all energiesei
=E/N. To make the DPD solid reach thermodynamic equi-
librium one adds a fluctuating force to the evolution equa-
tion, satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. How this
is done is explained in Sec. II and the Appendix.

The plan of the paper is as follows. It starts with a more
detailed presentation of the heat conducting random DPD
solid in Sec. II, while some more general properties, such as
the H theorem and the equilibrium properties, are discussed
in the Appendix. In Sec. III A the heat diffusivity is calcu-
lated using a mean-field theory which is expected to be exact
at large densities, where local density fluctuations can be
neglectedf10,32g. In Sec. III B the large deviations at low
densities between the results of mean-field theory and simu-
lation are explained in terms of bond percolation on a ran-
dom proximity network. In Sec. IV we derive the wave-
number-dependent decay rates of the spatial Fourier modes
of the fluctuations in energy and temperature fields. The last
section is devoted to some conclusions.

II. DPD-HEAT CONDUCTION MODEL

The heat conduction in dissipative particle dynamics is
modelled as a thermally conductingquenched randomsolid.
The system is described byN=nV point particles at
quenched random positionsr i, contained in a volumeV=Ld.
Each DPD particle is a mesoscopic subsystem that interacts
with all particles that are inside its interaction sphere of ra-
dius rc. The only dynamical variable is the internal energy of
the particle,ei, which captures the internal degrees of free-
dom of the mesoscopic particle. Its evolution equation is the
Langevin equationf25,33g

dei = o
j

8lsi j dsTj − Tiddt + o
j

8asi j ddWijstd, s2.1d

where the prime indicates the constraintj Þ i. The first term
on the right-hand sidesRHSd is dissipative and specifies that
a temperature difference causes flow of energy. The second
term represents the Langevin force, described as Gaussian
white noise:

F̃ijstddt = asi j ddWijstd. s2.2d

It takes into account thermally induced fluctuations in each
particle, causing random exchange of energy between par-

ticles. Conservative forces are absent in this model. The re-
laxation coefficientlsi j d models thermal conduction and
asi j d is the amplitude of the noise. These model parameters
are assumed to besymmetricunder particle interchange. In
principle lsi j d and asi j d depend on the relative distancer ij

and on the internal energy of the particlesi and j . If asi j d
depends onei ande j, then Eq.s2.2d represents multiplicative
noise, because the internal energies themselves depend also
on the noise. The model parameters are of the general form

lsi j d = li jwsr ijd, asi j d = aijwssr ijd. s2.3d

The range or interaction functionswsrd are wssrd are posi-
tive; they vanish forr . rc and have a finite nonvanishing
value at the origin. Moreover, we choose the following nor-
malization forwsrd:

fwg ; E drwsrd = rc
d s2.4d

and we will see below that the relationwssrd=Îwsrd is im-
posed by the detailed balance conditions.

To define the temperatureTi of a mesoscopic particle with
energyei the equation of state has to be specified, for which
we use the entropy, or equivalently, the density of internal
states. The simplest choice is the entropy for an ideal solid,

ssed = Cv lnse/eud, s2.5d

whereCv=akB is the heat capacity of a DPD particle, which
is assumed to be a constant, independent ofe. The parameter
eu is a constant reference energy and represents an additive
constant to the entropy. Consequently, the temperature of a
DPD particle follows fromds/de=1/Tsed and is given by

ei = CvTseid = akBTi . s2.6d

The dimensionless numbera=Cv /kB is a measure of thesize
of the DPD particle because it scales like thenumber of
internal degrees of freedom of the particle. Hence,a is a
large number, and subleading corrections of relative order
1/a will be consistently neglected in this paper.

The total energy E=oiei has only internal energy contri-
butions and is exactlyconservedby construction, because the
RHS of Eq. s2.1d, when summed overi, is chosen to be
antisymmetric under particle interchange and therefore van-
ishes. Consequently, the increments of the Wiener process
associated with the heat conduction have to be antisymmetric
dWij =−dWji . The noise term represents Gaussian white noise
with a meandW=0 and with a noise strength,

dWijstddWi8 j8ssd = sdii8d j j 8 − di j 8d ji8dminhdt,dsj, s2.7d

wheredWdWrepresents an average over the random noise
and minha,bj denotes the minimum ofa and b. The corre-
sponding Fokker–Planck equation for the time evolution of
the N particle distribution,rsX ,td, in the phase space given
by X =hxi =sr i ,eid u i =1,2,… ,Nj, reads

]tr = Lr. s2.8d

If the stochastic differential is interpreted according to Îto
f34–37g the Fokker–Planck or Liouville operatorL and its
adjoint L† have to be written as
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L = o
i, j

]i jFlsi j dsTi − Tjd +
1

2
]i ja

2si j dG ,

L† = o
i, j

Flsi j dsTj − Tid +
1

2
a2si j d]i jG]i j , s2.9d

where ]i j =] /]ei −] /]e j. Consequently the Fokker–Planck
operator has the standard form appropriate for a multiparticle
Fokker–Planck equation. In the Appendix we construct anH
function and prove anH theorem—i.e.,]tHø0, which holds
provided the dissipation coefficientlsi j d and the noise
strengthasi j d satisfy the so-calleddetailed balancecondi-
tions,

a2si j d = 2kBlsi j dTiTj and ]i ja
2si j d = 0 s∀hi, jjd,

s2.10d

which implies thatws
2srd=wsrd, as derived in the Appendix.

Inserting this relation into Eq.s2.1d puts the Langevin equa-
tion into the form

dTi =
1

akB
dei =

1

akB
o

j

8flsi j dsTj − Tiddt

+ Î2kBlsi j dTiTjdWijg, s2.11d

where the fluctuating term represents multiplicative noise. To
further specifyli j we consider a subsystem 1shere a meso-
scopic particled with energye1=CvT1, in contact with a sec-
ond subsystem of temperatureT2. Then irreversible thermo-
dynamics gives for the energy relaxation in subsystem 1,

dT1

dt
= S 1

Cv
Dde1

dt
=

l12

akB
sT2 − T1d, s2.12d

where the specific heat of the system isCv=akB and the
relaxation coefficientl12=akBl0 is a material constant, in-
dependent of the energieshei ,e jj of the interacting sub-
systems and proportional to the sizea of subsystem 1. So we
choose

li j = akBl0, s2.13d

which defines the relaxation parameter in the Langevin equa-
tion for our heat conduction model, which reads, finally,

dTi = o
j

8fl0wsr ijdsTj − Tiddt + Î2a−1l0wsr ijdTiTjdWijg,

s2.14d

where Ti,Tj may be replaced byei,e j. When performing
simulations it is convenient to make the variables in the
Langevin equation dimensionless; i.e., we express distances
as r̃ =r / rc, the time ast̃=l0t, the increment of the Wiener

process asdW̃ij =Îl0dWij , and the temperature asT̃i =Ti /Tu,
whereTu is an arbitrary reference temperature. It follows by

settingl0=1 in the equation above. HeredW̃ij satisfies the
relation s2.7d with dt andds replaced bydt̃ andds̃.

The corresponding Fokker–Planck operators take the form

L = akBl0o
i, j

wsr ijd]i jfTi − Tj + kB]i jTiTjg,

L† = akBl0o
i, j

wsr ijdfTj − Ti + kBTiTj]i jg]i j . s2.15d

From the discussion in the Appendix leading to Eq.sA10d it
follows that a2si j d and ]i j in Eqs. s2.9d, andTiTj and ]i j in
Eqs.s2.15d arecommutingto leading order in 1/a. This im-
plies that the Îto and Stratonovich interpretations are coin-
ciding and that the stochastic differentialdWij can be treated
as a differential in ordinary differential calculus.

In the present context the Fokker–Planck equation is fre-
quently referred to as Liouville equation. In the same spirit
the corresponding mesoscopic Langevin equations are re-
ferred to as microscopic equations. To complete the micro-
scopic description we derive the local conservation law for
the microscopic energy density. This supplies us with a mi-
croscopic expression for the energy flux. It will be used in
the simulations to measure the macroscopic heat current and
the heat conductivity.

We first introduce the staticsquenchedd particle density
and the dynamic energy density, given, respectively, by

n̂sr d = o
i

dsr − r id, êsr d = o
i

eidsr − r id. s2.16d

Following standard arguments we derive an expression for
the localmicroscopicenergy fluxq̂sr d as well as for the total

flux Q̂=edr q̂sr d. A caret on a symbol denotes a mesoscopic
quantity.

The equation of motion for the expectation valuekêsr dlt

=esr ,td becomes,

]tesr ,td =E dXêsr uXd]tr ; kL†êsr dlt = − = · kq̂sr dlt.

s2.17d

The last equality in Eq.s2.17d shows the local energy con-
servation law. We have further used the relation

L†êsr d = o
i, j

wsr ijdli jsTj − Tidfdsr − r id − dsr − r jdg

. − = ·o
i, j

wsr ijdr i jli jsTj − Tiddsr − r id

; − = · q̂sr d, s2.18d

and note that the terms in the Fokker–Planck operators2.15d,
coming from the noise, do not contribute to the macroscopic
flux of energy. The last line has been obtained by expanding
dsr −r jd in powers of r i j—i.e., dsr −r i +r i jd.dsr −r id
+r i j ·=dsr −r id+Os¹2d. The total microscopic heat fluxQ̂

=edrq̂ sr d=Q̂D+Q̂R, consists of a dissipativesDd and a fluc-
tuating sRd part f38g. With the help of the relationsli j

=akBl0 andei =akBTi dissipative part is given by

Q̂D = l0o
i, j

wsr ijdr i jse j − eid, s2.19d

where terms of order 1/a have been neglected. We note that

the currentQ̂D does not contain kinetic contributions, but is
a sum of pair contributions involving the dissipative interac-
tions. This is the mechanism of collisional transfer, repre-
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senting instantaneous transfer of energy to particlei from all
particles j in the interaction sphere defined byr ij ø rc. The
currentQD should be compared with the contributions to the
microscopic stress tensor involving the conservative interac-
tion potentials in Hamiltonian fluids. Furthermore, the ex-

pression forQ̂D also illustrates that the macroscopic heat
current is determined by the energy differencee j −ei, i.e. by
the “temperature gradient” betweenr i andr j. The fluctuating

part Q̂R=−oi, jasij dr ijF̃sij d with F̃ij in Eq. s2.2d and kQ̂Rlt

=0.
The macroscopic energy fluxq obeys the standard linear

constitutive law of irreversible thermodynamics,

q = kq̂lt = − l = T, s2.20d

wherel is the coefficient of the heat conductivity. Combina-
tion of Eqs. s2.17d and s2.20d with the relationde=nCvdT
=nakBdT yields the equation for heat diffusion,

]tT =
l

nakB
¹2T ; DT¹2T, s2.21d

whereDT is the heat diffusivity.
For later reference we mention that the heat conductivity

can also be calculated and/or simulated using theequilibrium

time correlationfunction of Q̂=Q̂D+Q̂R. As the energy den-
sity esr ,td;akBnsr dTsr ,td satisfies a local conservation
equation, the heat conductivity can be expressed in the
Green–Kubo formula

l =
1

dVkBT2E
0

`

dtkQ̂std · Q̂s0dl0, s2.22d

where the averagekQ̂std ·Q̂s0dl0 is taken over the appropriate
equilibrium ensemble. On the basis of the analogy between
the Liouville and the Fokker–Planck operators in Eqs.s2.15d,
with Ti replaced byei /akB, any of the standard derivations of
these formulasf39,40g carries over directly to our DPD solid.

We further note that the microscopic energy currentQ̂std
does not contain any “subtracted part” because this model
does not have any conserved quantity with a vector charac-
ter, such as the total momentum.

For the case of general DPD fluids the Green–Kubo for-
mula for the viscosity has been derived in Ref.f41g. Another
representation of the transport coefficients, equivalent to the
Green–Kubo formulas, is given by the so-called Helfand for-
mulasf42,43g. It reads, for the present case,

l = lim
t→`

1

2VkBT2

d

dt
kfMstd − Ms0dg2l0, s2.23d

with M given by

Mstd = o
i

eistdxi . s2.24d

One easily verifies that the microscopic heat current,Qx
=L†M, in Eq. s2.22d can be obtained fromM. The Helfand
formulas are generalizations of Einstein’s formula for the
coefficient of self-diffusion and are presumably more conve-

nient in numerical simulations than the Green–Kubo formu-
las.

A further consequence of theH theorem, discussed in the
Appendix , is the existence of a unique equilibrium state, the
Gibbs’ state. Its explicit form has also been determined in the
Appendix . In the main text of this paper we only need the
single-particle equilibrium distribution function for the DPD
solid, as derived in Eq.sA15d—i.e.,

c0sed =
b

Gsa + 1d
sbeda expf− beg, s2.25d

wherea is a measure for the number of internal degrees of
freedom. In Refs.f23–25g simulations of the equilibrium dis-
tributions in the conduction model have been performed, and
good agreement between the simulation results and the ana-
lytical expressions has been obtained. For instance, the simu-
lated energy fluctuations agree very well with the theoretical
prediction ksdeid2l=sa+1d /b2.a /b2 within error bars
smaller than 0.7%f24g.

III. HEAT CONDUCTIVITY

A. Mean-field theory

The DPD model for heat conduction is expected to pro-
duce a macroscopic behavior described by a macroscopic
heat equation. Our aim is to prove this assertion and to relate
the effective thermal diffusivity appearing in the macro-
scopic heat equation to the model parameterl0 and the range
functionwsrd. To do so we will use a mean-field approxima-
tion. We start with an a priori estimate of the transport coef-
ficient.

In a naive kinetic picture of the relevant transport mecha-
nism, used in Ref.f25g, amounts of heat or energy hop on a
random lattice with an average lattice distancels=n−1/d and a
hopping frequencyv0. This picture, based on kinetic trans-
port of energy, leads to a heat diffusivityD0=v0ls

2, wherev0
is the decay rate of an energy or temperature fluctuation. As
the decay ratev0~n ssee belowd, this would lead to an a
priori estimateD0~n1−d/2, which does not hold for the colli-
sional transfer mechanism.

As the DPD particles are quenched, there isno kinetic
transport, but onlycollisional transferof energy—i.e.,in-
stantaneoustransfer of energy through particle interactions.
It takes place only over distances less than the rangerc of the
interactions. This picture leads to a diffusivity on the order of
D=v0rc

2, where rc is the range of the interaction function
wsRd and v0 is a typical frequency. Forlarge densities this
frequency can be estimated from the first term on the RHS of
Eq. s2.14d as

v0 = l0o
j

8kwsr ijdl . l0nfwg = rl0, s3.1d

wherefwg is defined in Eq.s2.4d andk¯l denotes an average
over all quenched particles. Here thereduced density r
;nrc

d is on the order of the mean number of interacting
neighbors withr ij ø rc, surrounding theith particle. The free-
dom to shift constant factors in Eq.s2.3d from l0 to wsrd is
fixed by the normalizationfwg=rc

d in Eq. s2.4d. Thea priori
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estimatefor the diffusivity at large densities is, then,

D . v0rc
2 = rl0rc

2. s3.2d

The estimates3.2d will be confirmed by detailed kinetic
theory calculations.

To calculate the heat flux we express the average of Eqs.
s2.19d in terms of the two-particle distribution function,
f s2dsr 1,e1,r 2,e2,td, yielding

q =
1

2
l0E de1de2E dRwsRdRse2 − e1df s2dsr ,e1,r − R,e2,td.

s3.3d

The basic ansatz in thismean-fieldtheory is that the fluid
rapidly relaxes to alocal equilibriumdescribed by the local
fields bsr ,td, being the temperatureTsr ,td=1/kBbsr ,td and
local squenchedd densitynsr d. This happens on a timescale
1/v0 where v0,l0rsr d is the local relaxation rate of the
temperature fluctuations andrsr d is on the order of the num-
ber of particles inside the sphere centered atr . Temperature
gradients, which are smoothly varying in space, only build
up on a hydrodynamic timescale, as described by Fourier’s
heat law. Becauseconservativeforces are absent in our
model, thelocal equilibriumpair distribution function isex-
actly equal to the corresponding pair function of an ideal gas;
i.e., it is simply a product of single-particle local equilibrium
distribution functionsf0—i.e.,

f s2dsr ,e,r 8,e8,td = f0„eubsr ,td…f0„e8ubsr 8,td…, s3.4d

which depends onbsr ,td and bsr 8 ,td. Their explicit form
follows from Eq.s2.25d as

f0„eubsr d… = nsr dc0„eubsr d…

= nsr dbsr dfbsr degae−bsr de/Gsa + 1d, s3.5d

wherec0 only depends on the temperature at the positionr
of the particle.

To derive an expression for the heat conductivity in Eq.
s2.20d, Eqs.s3.3d–s3.5d need to be expanded in gradients—
i.e., bsr −Rd=b−R ·=b+Os¹2d—and similarly for nsr
−Rd. Because the integrand in Eq.s3.3d is antisymmetricin
bothR andse2−e1d, the only nonvanishing contribution toq
from f s2d in Eq. s3.4d must be linear inR ande2. The result is

f0„e2ubsr − Rd… → − nsR · = bdc0se2d
]

]b
ln c0se2d

→ ne2sR · = bdc0se2d. s3.6d

Symmetrizing the last expression,e2→ 1
2se2−e1d, and insert-

ing this in Eqs.s3.4d ands3.5d yields after some algebra, for
the heat current,

q = −
1

4
l0kBn2E dRwsRdRR · = T b2kse2 − e1d2l0

; − l = T, s3.7d

yielding a mean-field prediction for theheat conductivity,

lsrd =
a

2d
l0kBn2fwgkR2lw ; l`srd, s3.8d

which is quadratic in the density. We refer to this mean-field
value s3.8d as the saturation or high-density value. This
value is expected to be exact when the difference between
the actual number of particles inside an interaction sphere
and its mean value can be neglected. Herekse2−e1d2l
.2a /b2 denotes an average over the canonical ensemble
sA11d and is given by Eq.sA16d. Moreover, the following
relation has been used:

E dRRaRbwsRd =
1

d
dabE dRR2wsRd ;

1

d
dabfwgkR2lw,

s3.9d

where the last equality defines the normalized second mo-
ment kR2lw. The mean-field value for theheat diffusivity,
defined in Eq.s2.21d, is obtained similarly,

D` =
l`

nakB
=

v0

2d
kR2lw, s3.10d

wherev0=l0nfwg=l0r is the typical decay rate of an energy
fluctuation.

In the literature on DPD simulations different choices of
the range functionwsrd have been considered—for instance,

wsrd =5
Adusrc − rd sHeavisided,

BdS1 −
r

rc
Dusrc − rd striangled,

CdS1 + 3
r

rc
DS1 −

r

rc
D3

usrc − rd sLucyd. 6
s3.11d

Here usxd is the Heaviside or unit step function, and the
constantsAd,Bd,Cd are normalized such thatfwg=rc

d in d di-
mensions. Calculation of the momentskR2lw yields, then,

D` =
l`

nakB
=5

1

2sd + 2d
v0rc

2 sHeavisided,

d + 1

2sd + 2dsd + 3d
v0rc

2 striangled,

d + 3

2sd + 5dsd + 6d
v0rc

2 sLucyd.
6
s3.12d

Before concluding this subsection we make a number of
comments. If we would have chosen a normalization ofwsrd,
different from Eq.s2.4d—say,w8srd=Cwsrd—while keeping
the unit of time fixed, the diffusivity would change toD8
=CD. We recall that the heat current in Eq.s3.3d, which is
based on the mechanism of collisional transfer, establishes
itself instantaneously, i.e., a high-frequency limit occurring
on the fast timescale 1/v0, because pair interactions transfer
energy instantaneously betweenr i and r j, wheneverr ij ø rc.
Such heat currents only occur indensesystems, and they are
nonvanishing in a state of local equilibrium. On the other
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hand, kinetic transport of energy, carried by moving par-
ticles, establishes itself only on the slower hydrodynamic
timescale.

We add a technical remark. In general the heat flux in Eq.
s3.3d would also pick up contributions from the additional
gradient terms in the single-particle distribution functions in
Eq. s3.4d,

fsxid = f0sxidf1 + H„eiubsr id… ¹ bsr id + ¯ g. s3.13d

with i =1,2, which would have to be added to Eq.s3.4d.
However, such terms contribute to the heat fluxq only terms
of O(s¹Td2) and Os¹2Td because of the parity inR of the
integrand in Eq.s3.3d.

Next we note that the resultss3.10d and s3.12d above are
in qualitative agreement with the a priori estimate,D
.v0rc

2 in Eq. s3.2d. The expressions forDT in Eqs. s3.10d
and s3.12d, with physical dimensionsL2/ t, has the typical
structure of a diffusivity—i.e., a collision frequency multi-
plied by the square of the interaction rangerc, over which
energy is transported by the mechanism of collisional trans-
fer.

Finally we note that the heat diffusivity and the typical
frequency v0 are proportional to the reduced density,r
=nrc

d, whereas the heat conductivityl` in Eq. s3.8d is pro-
portional to r2. In the DPD fluid with viscous dissipation,
studied in Ref.f10g, there are of coursekineticcontributions
to the viscosity as well, apart from the collisional transfer
sctd contribution to the kinematic viscosity,nct,r, being a
diffusivity, and to the shear viscosity,hct,rnct,r2. Also in
the Enskog theory for a dense fluid of hard spheresf6g simi-
lar collisional transfer contributions to the transport coeffi-
cients are present, sometimes referred to as theinstantaneous
transport coefficients,h`,l`, for the reasons explained
above. Ther2-density dependence of the heat conductivity in
Eq. s3.8d is a direct consequence of the collisional transfer
mechanism. For sufficientlyhigh densities, the heat fluxq is
proportional to the local density of interacting pairs,,r2,
and the heat conductivity is given by its saturation value
l`srd in Eq. s3.8d. This prediction holds when the typical
density fluctuationsdr,Îr can be neglected with respect to
the mean valuer.

B. Simulations and conductivity threshold

In our simulations we use the Langevin equations2.14d to
determine the dynamic properties of the system. The physi-
cal system is assumed to be ad-dimensional cubic box of
volumeV=Ld, with a cold and a hot wall atx=0 andx=L,
respectively. This is achieved by putting two extra layers of
particles at each boundary, filled with particles at a constant
temperature. The layers have a widthrc to ensure that any
particle inside the system interacts on average with the same
number of neighboring particles. Therefore, these extra lay-
ers act asthermal bathswhich are prepared at temperatures
Tcold andThot such that a gradientsThot−Tcoldd /L is applied to
the system. In the remaining directions we impose periodic
boundary conditions. Initially the box is seeded withN me-
soscopicspointd particles located at random, surrounded by
overlapping interaction spheres of radiusrc. The initial tem-

perature of the particles issThot−Tcoldd /2. Another relevant
quantity is themean number of interacting neighbors, nsrcd
=kn̂il, inside the spherer ij ø rc, where

n̂i = r̂iÃd ; o
j

8usrc − r ijd,

nsrcd . nÃdrc
d = rÃd slargerd. s3.14d

Herer is the reduced density, andÃd=pd/2/Gs1+d/2d is the
volume of a d-dimensional unit spheresd=1,2,…d. The
fluctuating variablesn̂i =Ãdr̂i are subject to large static fluc-
tuations, especially atsmalldensities, and are distributed ac-
cording to a Poisson distribution.

We perform a series of simulations by numerically inte-
grating Eq. s2.14d with a given temperature gradient and
compute the macroscopic heat flux in the steady state. The
time required to reach the steady state increases with de-
creasing density and evendivergesas the density approaches
a thresholdvalue, to be discussed below. The heat flux is
calculated with the help of definitions2.19d. This expression
involves a large number of pairs of particles which guaran-
tees reasonably good statistics. If the density is not too close
to the threshold, the simulations show a linear temperature
profile between the two heat baths, as predicted by Fourier’s
law. The measured heat flux is found to be linear in the
applied temperature gradient, from which the heat conduc-
tivity can be extracted. Therefore, since this linear relation
betweenQx and¹xT has been confirmed by the simulations,
a single measurement of the macroscopic heat flux for a
given gradient suffices to obtain the thermal diffusivity. Sta-
tistical errors can be estimated by making an average over
several independent runs. In principle, alternative ways to
measure the heat conductivity would be to simulate the
Green–Kubo formulas2.22d or to set up a sinusoidal intitial
temperature fieldTis0d and to measureDT from the decay
rate of the initial temperaturesf44g.

For our further discussions it is convenient to introduce

Rdsrd = DTsrd/D` = lsrd/l`srd. s3.15d

We first consider the transport properties in the three-
dimensionals3Dd heat conduction model and use the simu-
lation results, obtained in Refs.f24,25g, where the range
functionwsrd was chosen to be the Lucy functions3.11d, and
we compare the measurements with the analytic predictions
s3.12d, as shown in Fig. 1. The simulation results were per-
formed with random spatial configurations. They approach
the theoretical predictions athigh densities. However, as the
density decreases, the ratioR3 rapidly decreases, almost by a
factor of 2 at the lowest densities simulatedsr.3.8d. In
these measurements averages over different values of the pa-
rametersN anda have been taken at fixed reduced densityr.
Both N and a should be sufficiently large to reduce the
finite-size effects and improve the statistics.

A consistent explanation for these large deviations seems
to be that the mean-field theory does not take into account
the local fluctuations in the actual number of particles,r̂i, in
the interaction sphere around particler i. These fluctuations
are particularly large at low densities. To test this working
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hypothesis we place allN particles on a completely filled
cubic lattice with lattice distancels=sV/Nd1/3, thus suppress-
ing all local density fluctuations. The resulting measurements
are represented in Fig. 1 byn’s. Note that this suppression
of density fluctuations considerably extends the agreement
between theory and simulations toward lower densities. The
on-lattice simulations support our working hypothesis, and
the observations are consistent with the good agreement at
high densities, where fluctuations inr̂i are small, but a the-
oretical explanation of ther dependence of the heat conduc-
tivity of our original random solid is still lacking. The im-
proved agreement between theory and simulations was here
obtained by modifying the model. Further modifications of
the random heat conducting solid model to suppress the local
density fluctuations were introduced in Ref.f45g, but do not
increase our understanding of the density dependence of
DTsrd in DPD fluids and solids.

To test these concepts the simulation results for the three-
dimensional model in Fig. 1 are not very suited, because the
existing three-dimensional simulationsf24g suffer from large
finite-size effectssL / rc=3.3 or 6.9d. Furthermore, the range
function wsrd was taken to be the Lucy function in Eq.
s3.11d, which gives larger weights to shorter bonds. To opti-
mize the similarity with the classic bond percolation prob-
lems, we give all bonds equal weights by takingwsrd as the
Heaviside function. Moreover, to make the simulations less
demanding, we have carried out simulations of our heat con-
duction model in two dimensions. Figure 2 shows the good
agreement between the two-dimensional simulations and
mean-field theory at high densities, as also observed in the
three-dimensional simulations both of Fig. 1, as well as in
Fig. 1 of Ref. f46g. However, at lower densitiesDTsrd de-
creases faster than linear, as shown in Fig. 3.

To display the connection to percolation it is instructive to
plot R2srd;DTsrd /D`srd, as shown in Fig. 3. The plots
strongly suggest the existence of a conductivity threshold
rcùrp, where rp=1.436 29 is the threshold value of two-
dimensional continuum percolationf27g.

Figure 3 shows that in our model the conductivity thresh-
old 1.4,rc,1.5 which agrees quite well with the known

percolation threshold. Nevertheless, determining the value of
rc with higher precision becomes more delicate since the
required times for equilibrating the system are diverging as
r↓rc. Simulations show that the approach to the expected
linear temperature profiles atr*4 is relatively fastsrelax-
ation time t0&300d. But these times increase for smaller
densities, for r=1.6 st0.2.53104d and for r=1.4 st0
.106d. The profiles at the times of measurement are shown
in Fig. 4. Furthermore, Figs. 3sbd and 3scd show the very
slow crossover of the conductivity at larger to the mean-
field result, where density fluctuations are small.

The corresponding threshold in three-dimensional con-
tinuum percolation isrp=0.652 96. This value is not incon-
sistent with the low-density extrapolation of the three-
dimensional heat diffusivity in Fig. 1, but simulation data for
the three-dimensional random solid, sufficiently close to the
conductivity threshold, are lacking in the simulations of
Refs.f24,25g.

To further analyze the observed density dependence we
show in Fig. 5 the function 1−R2srd on a log–log plot. The
plot strongly suggests that the subleading correction to the
heat conduction at larger has the formR2srd.1−A/r with
A.1.2, but an analytic calculation of the quantity is lacking.
The deviations from the above asymptotic form, shown at
large r in Fig. 5, are finite-size effects. The simulations on
the top curves+d, middle curvesnd, and bottom curveshd
involve, respectively,N=104, 53104, and 105 particles. IfN
increases from 104 to 105 at fixedr ssay,r=50d, the system
size increases fromL / rc=ÎN/r.14 to 44 and the finite-size
effectsdecrease. If N andr increase by the same factor, the
finite-size effects remain of the same order, and if the density
increases fromr=50 to r=120 at fixedN ssay,N=104d, the
system sizedecreasesfrom L / rc.14 to 9 and the corre-
sponding finite-size effectsincrease in Fig. 5. The small
three-dimensional systems seem to be dominated by finite-
size effects, which appear already before the subleading term
A/r becomes dominant.

It is also of interest to illustrate another effect on the heat
diffusivity of the fluctuations. The expected coverage with
“black circles” ssee Sec. Id or the black surface fraction at

FIG. 1. Simulated values of the thermal diffusivityR3srd
=DT/D` versusr for the 3D heat conduction model withN=103

DPD particles. Results from off-lattice simulationssPd and on-
lattice simulationssnd are compared with the mean-field value
s3.12d sdashed lined. At r=3 and 27 the system sizes are, respec-
tively, L / rc=sN/rd1/3.6.9 and 3.3, which is rather small, and
strong finite-size effects are to be expected.

FIG. 2. 2D simulations of the dimensionless heat diffusivity
DTsrd /l0rc

2 plotted versusr to test the mean-field predictionD`srd
in Eq. s3.8d sdashed lined, valid at high density. Labelsn and P
refer to the random solid, respectively, with and without Langevin
force in systems with 104 and 105 DPD particles.H refers to the
Heaviside weight function.
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reduced densityr is wsrd=1−expf−1
4prg and the white sur-

face or free volume fraction is expf−1
4prg f27g. Then atr

=h1.436 29;20;100j there are in each black circle on aver-
age 1

4pr−1=h0.13;14.7;77.5j excess particles, and the
white surface fraction 1−wsrd=expf−1

4prg=h0.32;2
310−7;8310−35j becomes extremely small with increasing
r, whereas the corresponding simulated value of the heat
diffusivity is still a sizable fraction, 1−R2srd
=h100;10;3%j, below its saturation value.

IV. GENERALIZED HYDRODYNAMICS

In this section we further explore the analogy between
fluids and statistically disordered solids, using kinetic theory.
Generalized hydrodynamics describes the decay of small

spatial fluctuations in the conserved local densities at differ-
ent wavelengths,lk=2p /k. Their decay rates depend
strongly on how the probing wavelengthssize of colloidal
particles, polymers, pores, etc.d compares to the range of the
DPD forces. These decay rates can be expressed in terms of
k-dependent transport coefficients. The wavelengths cover
both the standard hydrodynamic regime as well as the meso-
scopic regime.

A classical methodf47g to analyze the full hydrodynamic
regime is to determine the eigenvaluessdecay ratesd of the
Fourier modes of the linearized Boltzmann equation and
identify the k-dependent transport coefficients from the de-
cay rates. This method is particularly useful if there exist
intermediate length scales in the problemf44g, as is the case
here.

The Fourier modes of spatial fluctuations decay like
expf−zskdtg and may be divided intosoft sslowly decayingd
hydrodynamic modes andhard srapidly decayingd kinetic
modes. The former class has a vanishing decay rate,zsk
→0d~k2, in the long-wavelength limit, and corresponds to a
conserveddensity. The latter class consists of hard kinetic
modes with a decay ratezsk→0d=const. Generalized hydro-
dynamics concerns the study of soft modes of fluctuations of
locally conserved densities atall wave numbersk.

It is the goal of this section to calculate the dispersion
relation of the relaxation ratezskd of the soft heat mode in

FIG. 3. 2D simulations of the heat diffusivityR2srd plotted ver-
susr. sad, sbd, andscd show, respectively, the behavior near thresh-
old, the crossover, and the approach to the saturation value at large
r. For definitions of symbols and parameter values we refer to the
previous figure.

FIG. 4. Temperature profiles at times of measurement. Forr
*3 a steady linear profile is reached, but this is not the case for
r&1.6.

FIG. 5. The plot shows that the dominant correction to 1
−Rdsrd behaves in 2D-likeA2/r with A2.1.2. The data refer to the
deterministic casesvanishing Langevin forced with the Heaviside
weight function.
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our model, which corresponds to the locally conserved en-
ergy density. The behavior of this mode will depend on how
the wavelength of the disturbance compares with the relevant
length scales in the system.

The relevant length scales in the heat conduction model
are the macroscopic system sizeL, the interparticle distance
n−1/d, and the range of the interaction forcesrc. The ratio
L / rc controls the finite-size effects, and the reduced density
r=nrc

d is the only dimensionless parameter that controls the
dynamics of the problem.

The basic distance to determine whether a perturbation of
wavelengthlk decays according to standard hydrodynamics
with constant transport coefficient is the rangerc—i.e., for
lk@ rc the decay of the heat mode iszskd.k2DT, whereDT

is the standard heat diffusivity. In general, however, it decays
as

zskd ; DTskdk2, s4.1d

with a k-dependent heat diffusivityDTskd that approaches the
constant transport coefficientDT as k→0. As soon as the
wavelengthlk is comparable torc, the transport coefficient
DTskd becomesk dependent. This range of excitations is
called generalized hydrodynamics. The method to study gen-
eralized hydrodynamics in the heat conduction model is es-
sentially the same as the one followed in Ref.f44g for a
lattice gas cellular automaton model of the van der Waals
equation or in Ref.f32g for standard DPD without energy
conservation.

To set up the kinetic theory we start with the linearized
Boltzmann equation. To derive it we follow the method of
Ref. f10g, dealing with dissipative particle dynamics for vis-
cous dissipation. So we start with the first equation of the
Bogolinbov–Born–Green–Kirkwood–YvonsBBGKYd hier-
archy of the 1- ,2- ,… ,n-particle reduced distribution func-
tions fsx1,td, f s2dsx1,x2,td ,… with phasexi =hr i ,eij. This is
done by integrating theN-particle Fokker–Planck or Liou-
ville equation,]tr=Lr with L in Eq. s2.15d, over the phases
x2,x3,… ,xN. The result is

]t fsx1,td =E dx2Ts12df s2dsx1,x2,td

= akBl0E dr 2de2]12wsr12dfT1 − T2 + kBT1T2]12g

3fs2dsr 1,e1,r 1 − R,e2,td, s4.2d

whereTs12d is the two-particle Fokker–Planck operator, de-
fined throughL=oi, jTsi j d in Eqs.s2.15d. Note thatf¯g in L
of Eqs.s2.15d have been replaced byf¯g in Eq. s4.2d. This
implies that the correction of relativeOs1/adto sT1−T2ds1
−1/ad has been neglected for consistency. Eq.s4.2d is not a
closed equation since the time evolution of the one-particle
distribution function is expressed in terms of the pair distri-
bution function. In DPD models with their softly repulsive
interactions it is in general a reasonable approximation to
assumemolecular chaos, which expresses the statistical in-
dependence of the energy fluctuations in different particles
f10g—i.e.,

f s2dsr ,e,r 8,e8,td . fsr ,e,tdfsr 8,e8,td. s4.3d

The Fokker–Planck–BoltzmannsFPBd equation for the
single-particle distributionfsx1,td is then obtained by com-
bining Eqs.s4.2d and s4.3d.

We are specifically interested in studying the decay rates
of the Fourier mode, here the heat mode, as a function of the
wave numberk f47g. So we study the decay of small devia-
tions from thermal equilibrium. This can be done by linear-
izing the FPB equation around the equilibrium distribution
function s2.25d, f0sxd=nc0sed—i.e.,

fsx1,td = nc0se1df1 + Hsx1,tdg, s4.4d

whereHsx1,td=H1 is a small quantity. This yields

]tc0se1dH1 . nE dx2Ts12dc0se1dc0se2ds1 +P12dH1,

s4.5d

where the permutation operatorP12 interchanges the labels
of the two particles—i.e.,Pi jhi =hj. Higher terms than first
order in Hsx1,td have been neglected. We are interested in
the Fourier modes of Eq.s4.5d, defined as

Hsx,td = e−zskdt+ik·rhsk,ed, s4.6d

wherek is the wave vector of the Fourier mode andzskd its
decay rate. The allowed wave numberska=2pna /L with a
=x,y,… and na=0, ±1, ±2,… are determined by the peri-
odic boundary conditions. Substitution of Eq.s4.6d into Eq.
s4.5d yields the eigenvalue equation

fzskd + Lskdgc0sedh = 0, s4.7d

where the operatorLskd is defined as

Lskdc0se1dhsk,e1d = nE dx2Ts12dc0se1dc0se2d

3s1 + e−ik·r 12P12dhsk,e1d. s4.8d

As a preparation to solve Eq.s4.8d we simplify the above
expression, by using the relation

Ts12dc0se1dc0se2dBsx1x2d

= akB
2l0wsr12d]12T1T2c0se1dc0se2d]12Bsx1x2d,

s4.9d

whereBsx1,x2d is an arbitrary function of the phases. This
simplification combined with the relations:ei =akBTi and
v0=rl0 gives for the collision operators4.8d,

Lskdc0se1dh1 = sv0/ad E de2]12e1e2c0se1dc0se2d

3]12f1 + WskdP12gh1, s4.10d

where the Fourier transform ofwsRd is

E dR expf− ik ·RgwsRd = w̃skd ; fwgWskd. s4.11d

What remains to be done is to solve the eigenvalue equation
s4.7d. It is a simple matter to verify thathsk→0,ed=1+a
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−be is an exact eigenfunction ofLskd, and substitution in
Eq. s4.10d yields the eigenvalue

zskd = v0f1 − Wskdg. s4.12d

For small k, the k expansion of Wskd gives Wskd=1
−s1/2ddkR2lwk2+Osk4d. For large k the termWskd→0 due
to the rapid oscillations of expf−ik ·Rg. So its limiting be-
havior is

zskd = DTskdk2 = HDTk2 − BTk4 + ¯ for krc ! 1,

v0 for krc @ 1,
J

s4.13d

whereDT is the standard heat diffusivity andBT the so-called
super-Burnett coefficient. HereDT coincides with the mean
field resultD` in Eqs.s3.10d–s4.12d, and

BT =
v0

8dsd + 2d
kR4lw, s4.14d

with v0=rl0. The form sa+1−bed of the eigenmode con-
firms that this mode is indeed the soft mode of interest, cor-
responding to the conserved energy.

At large k the heat mode becomes a hard kinetic mode
with a constant decay rate,zsk→`d=const. This behavior is
shown in Fig. 6, where the relaxation ratezskd and the gen-
eralized heat diffusivityDTskd in Eq. s4.12d are plotted ver-
sus krc for the three-dimensional case. The Fourier trans-
forms Wskd can be calculated by using the formulas

Wskd =5
E

0

1

dxxwsxdJ0sqxd

E
0

1

dxxwsxd
sd = 2d,

E
0

1

dxxwsxdsinsqxd

qE
0

1

dxx2wsxd
sd = 3d,6 s4.15d

whereq=krc and J0sxd is the zeroth-order Bessel function.
Note thatWskd is a nondecreasing function ofk for the Lucy
function and an oscillating one for the Heaviside function.

It is also worthwhile noting that the calculations ofDT in
this section and those in Sec. III B give identical results,
although the structure of the calculations is very different. In
Sec. III B the heat flux is calculated in a state of local equi-
librium, which is fully factorized because conservative forces
are absent. In this section, on the other hand, we have de-
rived a Boltzmann equation for the single-particle distribu-
tion functionHsxi ,td, based on the molecular chaos assump-
tion, and we solved the eigenvalue equation for the heat
mode to obtain the eigenvalue or decay ratezskd.k2DT at
long wavelength. As the molecular chaos assumption also
neglects the spatial correlations between colliding particles,
the kinetic theory results are also mean free results. As dis-
cussed in Sec. III for the formulas3.10d, also the results4.12d
is only valid at high densities.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTIVES

One of the most interesting prospects of the present paper
is that the DPD solid and the Lorentz gas are relatively
simple many-particle systems that can be used to develop
kinetic equations for classical fluids that go beyond the
mean-field Boltzmann equation. Moreover, they arecomple-
mentaryto one another insofar as the mechanisms of trans-
port are concerned. In the Lorentz gas it iskinetic transport.
In the DPD solid the mechanism iscollisional transfer. In
classical fluids both mechanisms are present, and the former
is dominant atlow andmoderatedensities; the latter is domi-
nant in dense liquids.

In the Lorentz gas many-particle resummation techniques
have been developed that account for the collective effects of
ring collisions—i.e., sequences of dynamically correlated bi-
nary collisions—that led to the logr dependence of transport
coefficient f1g and to the power-law long-time tails in the
velocity autocorrelation functionf2g.

In the present DPD model we have firmly established by
elaborate computer simulations that mean-field theory gives
essentially exact results for the transport coefficients at very
high densities and that the faster-than-linear decrease of the
heat diffusivity,DTsrd=D`srdh1−A/r+¯ j, is caused bylo-
cal density fluctuations. This was done by comparing on- and
off-lattice spatial configurations of particlesssee Fig. 1d.

Consequently, it is to be expected that applications of ef-
fective medium theoryf48,49g, which is equivalent to the

FIG. 6. sad Decay rate of the 3D heat modezskd=DTskdk2 in
units ofv0 andsbd heat diffusivityDTskd=DT−k2BT+¯ in units of
v0rc

2, plotted versuskrc. Solid lines in sad and sbd are calculated
with the Lucy function in Eq.s3.11d anda=100.
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self-consistent ring-kinetic equationf50g, and its extensions
to classical fluids, would provide systematic methods for cal-
culating transport properties, starting at thehigh-densityside
of the density spectrum.

Furthermore, as the densityr decreases the heat diffusiv-
ity rapidly decreases to zero at a threshold densityrc, below
which the heat conductivity vanishes. The existence of a heat
conduction thresholdrc is explained as a dynamic percola-
tion phenomenon and identified with bond percolation on a
random proximity network. The dynamics on this discrete
network is different from diffusion on the continuum perco-
lation structures, although the geometrical connectivity prop-
erties of the discrete and continuous percolating cluster are
the same. The threshold is identified with the two-
dimensional percolation thresholdrc=1.436 29f27g of con-
tinuum percolation of overlapping spheres, and its value
agrees well with the known conductivity thresholdrc in Fig.
3sad. So the simulation values for the heat conductivity agree
both at high and low densities with our theoretical analysis
of the heat conductivity. Our older three-dimensional simu-
lation data for the heat conductivity of Ref.f24g, shown in
Fig. 1, are not inconsistent with the existence of a conduc-
tivity thresholdrc at the 3D percolation threshold 0.652 96
f27g, but simulation data are lacking close to the percolation
point, and presumably show strong finite-size effects, caused
by the small systems used in the simulations.

We have further extended the kinetic theory to the regime
of generalized hydrodynamics by studying the wave-number-
dependent decay rates of the Fourier modes of the tempera-
ture fluctuations. The decay ratezskd=k2DTskd of these
modes depends strongly on how the probing wavelength
ssize of colloidal particles, polymers, pores, etc.d compares to
the range of the DPD forces. So there are several possibilities
for applying the generalized hydrodynamics results, apart
from the applications, already discussed in Sec. IV, in mode
coupling theories, and in analyzing finite-size effects where
the discreteness of the allowedk values has to be taken into
account. In the limit of long wavelengths the heat diffusivity
DTsk→0d reaches the constant value given by the standard
Chapman–Enskog theory. When the wavelength of the per-
turbation is of the same order of magnitude as the rangerc of
the forces, the heat diffusivity, predicted by the generalized
hydrodynamics, decreases significantly below its long-
wavelength value. Here we also mention the application of
our k-dependent transport coefficients insmoothedDPD
f51g. The goal of such methods is to discretize macroscopic
nonlinear partial differential equations—here Fourier’s law
for heat diffusivity—and to solve them with molecular dy-
namics codesssee Ref.f52gd. The finite-size effects, dis-
cussed in Sec. III B, are in smoothed DPD, as well as in the
related smooth particle hydrodynamicsf24g, measures for
controlling the discretization errors. The authors of Ref.f51g
have measured and analyzed the decay rateszskd of sinu-
soidal temperature profiles in our heat conduction model,
from which the values ofDTskd are extracted, and compared
with our results forDTskd, as presented in Sec. IV.
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APPENDIX: H THEOREM AND EQUILIBRIUM STATE

In this appendix we prove anH theorem and analyze the
equilibrium distribution. We show that the functionH is a
Lyapunov functional with]tHø0 and investigate the impli-
cations of this result for the equilibrium solution of the
Fokker–Planck equation.

We consider the following functional of theN-particle
distribution functionrsXd,

Hfrg =E dXFln rsXd −
SsXd
kB

GrsXd, sA1d

whereSsXd=oi
Nsseid, sseid is the one-particle entropy func-

tion, and −H is the total entropy of theN-particle system.
Similar results have been obtained in Refs.f10,24,53g.

The time derivative of the functional in Eq.sA1d is given
through the Fokker–Planck equation

]tH =E dXFln rsXd −
SsXd
kB

G]trsXd

=E dXrsXdL†Fln rsXd −
SsXd
kB

G
= −E dXrsXdo

i, j

AijBij , sA2d

where we have performed partial integrations and introduced
the symbols

Aij = ]i jFln rsXd −
SsXd
kB

G = ]i j ln r −
1

kBTi
+

1

kBTj
,

Bij = lsi j dsTi − Tjd +
1

2
]i jfa2si j drg

=
1

2
a2si j drH2lsi j dTiTj

a2si j d S 1

Tj
−

1

Ti
D + ]i j lnfa2si j drgJ .

sA3d

The strategy is to make the factorh¯j in Bij equal toAij ,
yielding

]tH = −E dXrsXdo
i, j

1

2
a2si j dsAijd2 ø 0, sA4d

which guarantees that]tH in Eq. sA2d is nondecreasing. This
is the desiredH theorem. There are two possibilities to real-
ize this. Thefirst one is to choose

a2si j d = 2kBlsi j dTiTj, ]i ja
2si j d = 0 s∀hi, jjd. sA5d

These conditions are referred to asdetailed balancecondi-
tions. A solution of the last equation is
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a2si j d = 2kBlsi j dTiTj ; ksi j d = 2kBwsr ijdFsTi + Tjd.

sA6d

Here wsrd is the range function defined in Eq.s2.3d, which
implies wssrd=Îwsrd, andFsxd is some positive function of
x—e.g.,Fsxd=k0x

2n sn=0,1,2,…d. This is the solution used
in f24,25,53g. With the help of Eqs.s2.3d and sA6d the tem-
perature relaxation equation would take the form

dT1

dt
=

k0

akBT1T2
sT1 + T2d2nsT2 − T1d, sA7d

with n=0,1,2. Although mathematically acceptable, this tem-
perature relaxation equation is not in agreement withirre-
versible thermodynamics.

Next we discuss thesecondset of solutions. To do so we
drop the second requirement in Eq.sA5d, and write the term
h¯j in Eq. sA3d as

h¯j =
1

kB
S 1

Tj
−

1

Ti
D + ]i j lnfTiTjlsi j drg

=
1

kB
S1 −

1

a
DS 1

Tj
−

1

Ti
D + ]i j ln lsi j d + ]i j ln r.

sA8d

As explained below Eq.s2.6d a is a large number, measuring
the number of internal degrees of freedom of a DPD particle,
and s1−1/ad should be replaced by 1 for consistency to
leading order in 1/a. Now the expressionh¯j in Eq. sA8d
can be made equal toAij in Eq. sA2d by choosinglsi j d
independentof the internal energies of the interacting par-
ticles, and inagreementwith the laws of irreversible thermo-
dynamicss2.12d and s2.13d. Then the second set ofdetailed
balanceconditions becomes

a2si j d = 2kBlsi j dTiTj, lsi j d = akBl0wsr ijd. sA9d

We also quote for later reference that both sets of detailed
balance conditionssA5d andsA9d guarantee the commutation
relation

a2si j d]i j = ]i ja
2si j d + Os1/ad. sA10d

TheH function in Eq.sA4d keeps decreasing and reaches
a minimum, if and only if the partial differential equations,
Aij =0, are satisfied for allhi , jj. The solution of these differ-
ential equations determines the equilibrium distribution. As
the particles are point particles, theN-particle distribution
factorizes,

reqsXd =
1

Z
p

i

c0seid. sA11d

Combination of these differential equations, with Eq.sA11d,
yields, for all possible pairssi j d,

] ln c0

]ei
−

1

kBTi
=

] ln c0

]e j
−

1

kBTj
= − b, sA12d

whereb is a constant with dimensions of an inverse energy.
By using the relation]sseid /]ei =1/Ti, integration of Eq.
sA12d yields

c0seid =
1

zsbd
gseidexpf− beig =

1

zsbd
expfkB

−1sseid − beig,

sA13d

where the factorgseid;expfkB
−1sseidga ei

a is thedegeneracy
factor or the number of internal states having energyei. In a
mesoscopic picturegseid is the number of internal states of
the mesoscopic particlei having energyei. The normaliza-
tion factorzsbd is

zsbd =E
0

`

de expfkB
−1ssed − beg. sA14d

This factor corresponds to the partition function of a single
mesoscopic particle.

For the DPD solid, where the entropy is given in Eq.
s2.5d, the one-particle equilibrium distribution function be-
comes

c0sed =
b

Gsa + 1d
sbeda expf− beg, sA15d

where Gsxd is the gamma function. For later use we also
quote the moments ofc0,

kenl =E de c0seden =
Gsa + n + 1d

Gsa + 1d
b−n, sA16d

in particular

ksdeid2l = kei
2l − keil2 = sa + 1d/b2 . a/b2. sA17d

The parameterb is related to the total energy of the systemE
through the relation

E

N
= −

] ln zsbd
]b

=
sa + 1d

b
. a/b. sA18d

The last equality has been calculated by considering the en-
tropy functions2.5d. Furthermore, the following average can
be calculated:

K 1

Ti
L

b

=
1

zsbdE0

`

de
]ssed
]e

expfkB
−1ssed − beg = kBb

sA19d

for all i. Note that this relation is valid for a general entropy
function. It allows one to define the macroscopic temperature
T asT−1=kTi

−1l whereb=1/kBT is the inverse macroscopic
temperature in thermal equilibrium. For the special choice of
Eq. s2.5d, it is also interesting to point out that,kTil=fsa
+1d /agT.T, this is the relation between the macroscopic
temperature and the average temperature. As discussed be-
low Eq. s2.6d, a scales like the number of internal degrees of
freedom and thereforea@1.

The discussion above deals with fluctuations in thesingle-
particle energies, calculated in the canonical ensemble. In
f24,25g it was shown that such fluctuations, calculated in the
microcanonical ensemble, give the same results, provideda
is large. This condition is always satisfied as DPD particles
are mesoscopic objects.
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